UCC - Customs Diagnostic
A health check of your customs handling in connection
with UCC (new EU-wide customslegislation)
The UCC - Customs Diagnostic provides you with an overview of your
customs handling quality.
The UCC Customs Diagnostic is focused around how your organization
works with customs matters. KGH’s experts make an AS-IS
assessment of the current situation. This will assist your preparations
for the upcoming changes in connection with the new customs
legislation. A proactive approach can save both time and money.
The diagnostic has compliance focus. It assesses how
compliant your operations are with regard to current legislation, which
customs permits you currently have and their role and importance for
your operations. It also makes an assessment of your business’ current
customs competence and where in the organization this knowledge
resides.
KGH’s UCC - Customs Diagnostic is a quick and efficient tool for
identifying flaws requiring further attention. The diagnostic is
carried out in a dialogue with representatives from your
company. Afterwards, you get a written AS-IS assessment.
This is a quick way to gain an overview of your customs management
and it’s quality, in the context of your current business model.

Advantages of KGH’s diagnostics
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Highlights whether you are compliant with the existing customs regulations
Provides strengths and opportunities related to your current activities
Indicates weaknesses and risks in your customs management
Provides you with a good starting point for making plans to adapt to the UCC

How KGH can be of assistance
KGH’s diagnostic will give you confirmation that your organization is compliant and handle customs
efficiently. Otherwise KGH can help you to close any gaps identified.
Can you afford not to do a health check on how your business works with customs matters?
At KGH you find over 50 years of experience helping businesses simplifying customs.

Want to know more?
Contact us at: consulting@kghcustoms.com
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